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The exterior of your home is an expression of your style but equally as important
is that the beauty lasts. KP offers the ultimate in style and science in the Ashbury
I/S™ Collection. Ashbury I/S™ is designed to always look incredible and deliver
protection and comfort year after year.
Ashbury I/S™ brings together quality insulation and vinyl siding using our patentpending mechanical fastening system, a revolutionary system allowing the vinyl
and foam to function independently to expand and contract freely as outside
temperatures change. The system design maintains the structural integrity and
resists warping and bowing, keeping your siding smooth and straight for years.
Ashbury I/S™, unparalleled Beauty, Protection, Durability and Ease.

Beauty
Color that Lasts
Ashbury I/S Chromalock™ vinyl technology is an
exclusive process that bonds the color with the
vinyl to guard against fading and discoloration
so the color you choose today will look great for
years to come.

Color, Texture and Style
Ashbury I/S™ offers a deep wood grain that
captures the essence of classic craftsmanship
and comes in a wide choice of colors. This is
combined with the Double Lap Profile and the
¾ “ Full Profile height for dramatic shadow lines
and added rigidity.

Maintains its Beauty
The Ashbury I/S™ mechanical fastening allows
for moisture to escape freely from between
the insulation and the vinyl through specially
designed weep holes. This helps to eliminate
problems with mold and mildew and as well,
the vinyl won’t buckle or warp. Your home will
look smooth and straight for years.

Protection
Protection for a Quieter, More Energy
Efficient Home Saves Money and Energy
• Double-Thick Cyclone System™ Nail hem
provides extra rigidity to withstand winds
up to 251 mph.

251mph
Wind
Protection

• Ashbury I/S™ self-aligning locking system
is designed to snap together for extra
fastening strength.

• Protection from harmful UV rays,
Ashbury I/S™ color doesn't fade and
has a fade resistant warranty.

UV Protection

• Premium 0.050" thickness and double
sized insulated panels reduces noise by
up to 30%.

30%
Noise
Reduction

• The extra thick paneling and insulation
keeps air and insects out and its superior
insulation keeps your home warm in the
winter and cool in the summer.
• The Ashbury I/S™ mechanical fastening
system allows for a more resiliant
insulated siding that protects your home
from extreme weather conditions.
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Durability

Ashbury I/S™ features 0.050” premium thickness, delivering a solid,
dent-resistant wall.
Ashbury I/S™ siding shields against impacts up to 300% more than
other sidings. Ashbury I/S™ will always present a solid surface no
matter what it has to withstand. Ashbury I/S™ and the mechanical
fastening system work together as a unit. Your siding maintains its
integrity to reduce shadows at the seams and keep its lines straight
and crisp.

Ease

Ashbury I/S™ makes life easy every step of the way. With an array of popular colors to choose from,
there is never the need to paint. It is easy to maintain year after year with no more than a simple hose
down. More free time. More dollar savings. Ashbury I/S™ is an easy choice.

Your Satisfaction is important to us.
As one of the largest manufacturers of building materials in North America, KP Building
Products is renowned for offering a vast array of innovative, industry-leading products.
For KP’s vinyl products, this means using the finest polymers and pigments in our
manufacturing process. It means continually creating new, stronger, more attractive
designs. And it means backing it all up with a lifetime limited warranty.

KP... A winning track record.
#1 vinyl siding in a leading consumer magazine (Norman Rockwell siding)
#1 in vinyl siding color choices
#1 in fade resistant vinyl siding
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